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A Hybrid View of Mobility in MANETs: Analytical

Models and Simulation Study

Xianren Wu,∗Hamid R. Sadjadpour, J.J. Garcia-Luna-Aceves and Hui Xu

(Invited)

Abstract

We study the effects of node mobility on the wireless-links and protocol performance in mobile ad hoc networks

(MANETs). First we examine the behavior of links through an analytical framework and develop statistical models

to accurately characterize the distribution of lifetime ofsuch wireless links in MANETs. We compute the lifetimes

of links through a two-state Markov model, and use these results to model multi-hop paths and topology changes.

We show that the analytical solution follows closely the results obtained through discrete-event simulations for

two mobility models, namely, random direction and random waypoint mobility models. Finally, we present a

comprehensive simulation study that combines the results from the findings in simulations with the analytical

results to bring further insight on how different types of mobility translate into protocol performance.

Index Terms

Link dynamics, analytical mobility modeling, Markov model, path lifetime, stability of topology

I. INTRODUCTION

The communication protocols of mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) must cope with frequent changes

in topology due to node mobility and the characteristics of radio channels. From the standpoint of medium
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access control (MAC) and routing, node mobility and changesin the state of radio channels translate into

changes in the state of the wireless links established amongnodes, where typically a wireless link is

assumed to exist when two nodes are able to decode each other’s transmissions.

The behavior of wireless links is critical to the performance of MAC and routing protocols operating in

a MANET. However, no analytical model exists today that accurately characterizes the lifetime of wireless

links, the paths they form from sources to destinations, andtopology changes resulting from dynamic link

behaviors, as a function of node mobility. As a result, the performance of MAC and routing protocols

in MANETs have been analyzed through simulations, and analytical modeling of channel access and

routing protocols for MANETs have not accounted for the temporal nature of MANET links and paths.

For example, the few analytical models that have been developed for channel access protocols operating

in multihop ad hoc networks have either assumed static topologies (e.g., [1]) or focused on the immediate

neighborhood of a node, such that nodes remain neighbors forthe duration of their exchanges (e.g., [2]).

Similarly, most studies of routing-protocol performance have relied exclusively on simulations, or had

to use limited models of link availability (e.g., [3]) to address the dynamics of paths impacting routing

protocols (e.g., [4]). Accordingly, there is a strong motivation to investigate analytical modeling of link

dynamics and its generalization to the distribution of multi-hop paths and topology changes.

This paper provides the most accurate analytical model of link and path behavior in MANETs to date,

and characterizes the behavior of links and paths as a function of node mobility. The importance of this

model is twofold. First, it enables the investigation of many questions regarding fundamental tradeoffs

in throughput, delay and storage requirements in MANETs, aswell as the relationship between many

crosslayer-design choices (e.g., information packet length) and network dynamics (e.g., how long links

last in a MANET). Second, it enables the development of new analytical models for channel access,

clustering and routing schemes by allowing such models to use link lifetime expressions that are accurate

with respect to simulations based on widely-used mobility models.

Recently, Samar and Wicker [5], [6] pioneered the analytical evaluation of link dynamics, and provided

new insight on the importance of an analytical formulation of link dynamics in the optimization of the

protocol design. However, Samar and Wicker assumed that communicating nodes maintain constant speed

and direction in order to evaluate the distribution of link lifetime. This simplification overlooks the case

in which either one of the communicating nodes changes its speed or direction while the nodes are

in transmission range of each other. Consequently, the results predicted by Samar and Wicker’s model
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could deviate from reality greatly, being overly conservative and underestimating the distribution of link

lifetime [5], [6], especially when the ratioR/v between the radius of the communication rangeR to the

node speedv becomes large, such that nodes are likely to change their velocity and direction during an

exchange.

The first contribution of this paper is to provide a two-stateMarkov model that better describes

the mobility patterns of communicating nodes. Section II describes the network and mobility models

used to characterize link and path behavior. Section III describes the proposed analytical framework and

presents our results on link lifetime. Our approach is basedon a two-state Markovian model that reflects

the movements of nodes inside the circle of transmission range and builds an analytical framework to

accurately evaluate the distribution of link lifetime. Andthe proposed model subsumes the model of Samar

and Wicker [5], [6] as a special case, and provides a more accurate characterization of the statistics of link

lifetime. Section V illustrates the accuracy of our analytical model by comparing the analytical results

against simulations based on the random direction mobilitymodel (RDMM) and the random waypoint

mobility model (RWMM) model.

We extend the analytical results on link dynamics to path dynamics and topology changes in Sec-

tion IV. These results help to understand the difference in protocol performance obtained in the sub-

sequent simulation study. We argue that, although the end-to-end performance measure such as delay

and packet delivery ratio are important, a complementary view of the performance of MAC layer is

also essential to obtain a thorough understanding on how mobility influences protocol performance.

Although a simulative framework is presented in [7] to incorporate mobility effects into simulations of

ad hoc networks, little works has been reported in analyzingthe performance evolutions of MAC layer

due to nodes’ mobility. Section VI presents a comprehensivesimulation study on the mobility-induced

performance evolution of the MAC layer. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to provide

such results. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consistent with several prior analytical models of MANETs [8], [9], [10], we consider a square network

of size L × L in which n nodes are initially randomly deployed, as depicted in Fig. 1. The movement

of each node is unrestricted, i.e, the trajectories of nodescan be anywhere in the network. The model of

node mobility falls into the general category of random tripmobility model [11], where nodes’ movement
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can be described by a continuous-time stochastic process and the movement of nodes can be divided into

a chain of trips.

Communication between two nodes is allowed only when the distance between them is less than or

equal toR and can be performed reliably. Communication zone of a givennode consisting of the circle

of radiusR satisfies the minimum SINR (signal to interference plus noise ratio) requirement with certain

outage probability in the wireless fading environment.

A typical communication session between two nodes involvesseveral control and data packet trans-

missions. Depending on the protocol, nodes may be required to transmit beacons to their neighbors to

synchronize their clocks for a variety of reasons (e.g., power management, frequency hopping). Nodes

can find out about each other’s presence by means of such beacons, or by the reception of other types of

signaling packets (e.g., HELLO messages). Once a transmitter knows about the existence of a receiver,

it can send data packets that are acknowledged, and the MAC protocol attempts to reduce or avoid those

cases in which more than one transmitter sends data packets around a given receiver, which typically

causes the loss of all such packets at the receiver. To simplify our modeling of link lifetime, we assume

that the proper mechanisms are in place for neighboring nodes to find each other, and that all transmissions

of data packets are successful, as long as they do not last beyond the lifetime of the wireless link between

transmitter and receiver. Relaxing this simplifying assumption is the subject of future work, as it involves

the modeling of explicit medium access control schemes (e.g., [1]).

III. L INK L IFETIME

A bidirectional link exists between two nodes if they are within communication range of each other.

In this paper, we do not consider unidirectional links, given that the vast majority of channel access and

routing protocols use only bidirectional links for their operation. Hence, we will refer to bidirectional

links simply as links for the rest of this paper.

The wireless link between nodesma andmb is broken when the distance between nodesma andmb

is greater thanR. When a data packet starts at timet1, the positions of nodemb could be anywhere

inside the communication circle defined by the transmissionrange ofma and is assumed as uniformly

distributed1.
1In mobile ad hoc network, the traffic is generated randomly and nodes are moving randomly. When a node initiate traffic to other nodes,

the target node could be anywhere in the network and the relays could also be anywhere in the communication range. Therefore, a uniform

distribution assumption naturally fits into the scenario.
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Let B (bits/s) be the transmission rate of a data packet,Lp be the length of the data packet, and

t1 + TL denote the moment that nodemb is moving out of the communication circle. A data packet can

be successfully transferred only if nodesma and mb stay within their communication range during the

whole communication session of the data packet, that is,

Lp/B ≤ TL (1)

whereTL is the link lifetime (LLT) denoting the maximum possible data transfer duration. Statistically,

TL specifies the distribution of residence time that measures the duration of the time, for nodemb, starting

from a random point inside the communication circle with equal probability, to continuously stay inside

the communication circle before finally moving out of it. Furthermore, its complementary cumulative

distribution function (CCDF) is denoted byFL(t)

FL(t) = P (TL ≥ t) (2)

The link outage probabilityPLp
associated with a particular packet lengthLp can be evaluated as

PLp
= P (TL <

Lp

B
) = 1 − FL(

Lp

B
) (3)

A. Distribution of Relative Velocity

Fig. 2 shows the transmission zone of a node (nodema) which is a circle of radius R centered at the

node. The figure shows another node (say nodemb) starting to communicate data with nodema at time

t2. As shown in the left side of the figure, at timet2, nodema is moving at speedva with directionθa,

while nodemb moves at speedvb with directionθb.

Alternatively, if we consider nodema as static, nodemb is moving atrelative speed and direction vr

and θc, respectively. An example of resulting trajectories of node mb moving with relative velocities is

given in the right side of Fig. 2. With the assumption that both θa andθb are uniformly distributed within

[0, 2π), it can be concluded that the composite directionθc = θb − θa is also uniformly distributed within

[0, 2π). In this case, the relative speedvr can be expressed as

vr =
√

v2
a + v2

b − 2vavb cos θc (4)

Conditioning onva andvb and noting the symmetric property ofθc, the distribution ofvr can be computed
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as

p(vr) = E{va,vb}(p(vr|va, vb)) (5)

p(vr|va, vb) = p(θc)|
dθc

dvr

|

=
1

π
| d

dvr

(arccos(
v2

a + v2
b − v2

r

2vavb

))|

=







g(vr, va, vb), |va − vb| ≤ vr ≤ va + vb

0, otherwise
(6)

whereg(x, y, z) = 2
π

x√
2(x2y2+x2z2+y2z2)−x4−y4−z4

.

In particular, if both nodes move at the same speedv = va = vb, we will have

p(vr|v) =











2
π

1√
4v2−v2

r

, vr ∈ [0, 2v]

0, otherwise
(7)

B. Distribution of Link Lifetime (LLT)

The essence of modeling link dynamics in MANETs consists of evaluating the distribution of LLT,

because it reflects the link dynamics resulting from the motions of nodes. LLT measures the duration of

time for a node to continuously stay inside the communication range of another node. In our model, this

range is a circle.

Clearly, different mobility models and parameters lead to different LLT distributions, and the main

challenge in modeling LLT consists of making the problem tractable and relevant. We know that the

relative movement of nodes consists of a sequence of mobility trips, derived from the chain of mobility

trips of the two communicating nodes. LetAs be the starting point of the current mobility trip and the end

point of the current trip be denoted byAd. We have thatAd may be anywhere in the cell, i.e., inside or

out of the communication circle. In the case thatAd is located inside the communication circle, it serves

as the starting point (i.e., a newAs) for the next trip and the whole process is repeated. In the evaluation

of LLT, this process is repeated until the finalAd is outside of the communication circle.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the procedure for evaluating the LLT can be modeled as a two-state Markovian

process. The residence stateS0 represents the scenario where the end pointAd of the current trip is located

inside the communication circle, while the departing stateS1 refers to the complementary scenario in which

Ad is outside of communication circle. Compared to the model bySamar and Wicker [5], [6], in which
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only the last scenario (i.e., stateS1) is considered, the two-state Markovian model reflects the motion of

nodes more accurately, which leads to better results in evaluating link dynamics.

Let Ps be theresidence probability, which denotes the probability thatAd is located inside the commu-

nication circle. The probability distribution function (PDF) S0(t) specifies the distribution of sojourn time

of mobility epochs when a node stays in stateS0. Correspondingly, the PDFS1(t) is used to measure the

distribution of the departing time, when node moves out of communication circle and switches to state

S1.

Before eventually moving out of the communication circle (i.e., being switched to the departing state

S1), nodes may stay at the residence stateS0 multiple times. LetNi be the integer variable counting the

number of times for a node to remain in stateS0, and let{s0,0, . . . , s0,Ni−1} be the associated random

variables that specify the duration of time of trips for eachreturn.

Clearly, {s0,0, . . . , s0,Ni−1} are random variables of the same distribution but correlated. However, to

make our problem more tractable, we assume that{s0,0, . . . , s0,Ni−1} are statistically i.i.d random variables

of distribution S0(t). Our simplifying assumption makes the final result slightlydeviated from the real

situation when the residence probability becomes larger. However, as we will see later, our model still

provides a good approximation, even with a large residence probability.

We defines1 as the random variable measuring the departing time of distributionS1(t). The conditional

link life time TL(Ni) andP (Ni = K) can be evaluated as follows:

TL(Ni) =

Ni−1
∑

i=0

s0,i + s1, (8)

P (Ni = K) = P K
s . (9)

The characteristic functionUTL
(θ) for the LLT TL can then be evaluated as

UTL
(θ) = E(ejθTL)

=
∞

∑

k=0

E(ejθ(
∑k−1

i=0
s0,i+s1))P (Ni = k)

=

∞
∑

k=0

U1(θ)U0(θ)
kP k

s

=
U1(θ)

1 − U0(θ)Ps

, (10)
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whereU0(θ) andU1(θ) are the characteristic functions ofS0(t) andS1(t), respectively.

When the communication circle is small with respect to the network size and nodes’ speed,Ad is

mostly located outside of the communication circle. Consequently, we havePs ≪ 1. Given thatU0(θ)

is the characteristic function ofS0(t), it follows that |U0(θ)| ≤ 1. Finally, it is clear thatU0(θ)Ps ≪ 1.

Therefore, Eq. (10) can be approximated as

UTL
(θ) ≈ U1(θ) (11)

For clarity, we call Eq. (10) Exact LLT (ES-LLT), which is based on the two-state Markovian model. The

approximation in Eq. (11) is called Approximated LLT (AS-LLT), and it reflects the scenario considered

by Samar and Wicker [5], [6]. As we will see later, for the random direction mobility model (RDMM),

the analytical expression of AS-LLT is the same as the expression in [5], [6], except for a normalization

factor.

C. Practical Implications

It is clear that the two-phase Markov model is a general modelthat can be applied to networks with

different mobility models by adapting its two building blocks S0(t) andS1(t) to the specific network and

mobility models, including but not restricted to the randomtrip mobility model.

However, in some practical scenarios, the analytical formulations of S0(t) and S1(t) might not be

available. Under such circumstances, one can collect a trace data to obtainS0(t) and S1(t) and still

give an accurate estimate of the overall link lifetime. By doing so, it can greatly reduce the amount of

empirical data necessary to accurately estimate link lifetime. Furthermore, one can also obtain analytical

formulations by curve-fitting empirical data and incorporate these formulations to our Markov model for

an analytical study of the mobility characteristics.

D. Link Lifetime in Random Direction Mobility Model

The random direction mobility model (RDMM) is an important mobility model for MANETs. It

improves random waypoint mobility model (RWMM) [12] on the stationary uniform nodal distribution,

and has been widely adopted [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. However, the analysis on the characteristic of
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link lifetime of RDMM is quite limited. In this section, we provide a deeper understanding of RDMM

by providing an analytical expression for characterizing its link lifetime.

In RDMM, node movements are independently and identically distributed (iid) and can be described by

a continuous-time stochastic process. The continuous movement of nodes is divided into mobility epochs

during which a node moves at constant velocity, i.e., fixed speed and direction. But the speed and direction

varies from epoch to epoch. The time duration of epochs is denoted by a random variableτ , assumed to

be exponentially distributed with parameterλm. Its CCDFFm(τ) can be written as [15]

Fm(τ) = exp(−λmτ). (12)

The direction during each epoch is assumed to be uniformly distributed over[0, 2π) and the speed of

each epoch is uniformly distributed over[vmin, vmax], wherevmin andvmax denote the minimum and the

maximum speed of nodes, respectively. Speed, direction andepoch time are mutually uncorrelated and

independent over epochs, and the location and direction of nodes is uniformly distributed [18].

To evaluate LLTTL, we need to evaluatePs, S0(t), andS1(t). Let zd denote the least distance to be

traveled by node to move out of the communication circle, starting from the positionAs and without

changing the direction and speedvr. A graphical illustration ofzd is presented in Fig. 4. The probability

Ps can now be evaluated throughzd as

Ps = Ezd
(Ps(zd)) =

∫

zd

Ps(zd)p(zd)dzd (13)

Ps(zd) =

∫

vr

P (τ ≤ zd

vr

)p(vr)dvr

=

∫

vr

(1 − Fm(
zd

vr

))p(vr)dvr

=

∫

vr

(1 − exp(−2λmzd/vr))p(vr)dvr, (14)

wherePs(zd) is the conditional probability ofPs on zd, andp(zd) is the PDF ofzd. The evaluation ofzd

directly follows from [19]:

p(zd) =







2
πR2

√

R2 − ( zd

2
)2, for 0 ≤ zd ≤ 2R

0, elsewhere
(15)
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S0(t) is the PDF of the time duration for nodes to return to stateS0. Conditioning onzd and assuming

that the starting time is at time0, S(t) is the probability of nodemb changing its relative velocity at time

t on condition thatAd is located inside the communication circle. Therefore,

S0(t) = Ezd
(S0(t|zd)) (16)

S0(t|zd) =
1

Ps

P (t = τ, zd ≥ vrτ |zd) =
1

Ps

P (τ = t)P (vr ≤
zd

t
|zd)

=
1

Ps

2λme−2λmt

∫ min{Vm,
zd
t
}

0

p(vr)dvr, (17)

whereS0(t|zd)is the conditional PDF onzd andVm is the maximum speed ofvr.

S1(t) can be evaluated in much the same way as we have done forS0(t). Conditioning onzd and

assuming that the starting time is at time0, S1(t) is simply the probability of the nodemb moving out

of the communication circle at timet with relative velocity being kept constant. Similar to the previous

case, we have

S1(t) = Ezd
(S1(t|zd)) (18)

S1(t|zd) =
1

1 − Ps

P (t =
zd

vr

, zd ≤ vrτ |zd)

=
1

1 − Ps

P (τ ≥ t)p(vr =
zd

t
)| d

dt
(
zd

t
)|

=
1

1 − Ps

exp(−2λmt)pvr
(
zd

t
)
zd

t2
, (19)

whereS1(t|zd) is the conditional PDF onzd using the Jacobian of the transformation.

Let us definevs1
to be the conditional relative velocity associated with state S1 such thatp(vs1

) =

p(vr|S1) and it should be noted that the distribution ofvs1
can be greatly different from the distribution

of p(vr). Accordingly, an alternative way to evaluateS1(t) is:

S1(t) = Evs1
(S1(t|vs1

)) (20)

S1(t|vs1
) =

1

1 − Ps

P (t =
zd

vs1

| zd ≤ vs1
τ)

=
1

1 − Ps

P (τ ≥ t)p(zd = vs1
t)

d

dt
(vs1

t)

=







4e−2λmt

π(1−Ps)

vs1

2R

√

1 − (
vs1

t

2R
)2, 0 ≤ t ≤ 2R

vs1

0, elsewhere
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whereS1(t|vs1
) is the conditional PDF ofS1(t) on vs1

. A detailed examination of Eq. (20) reveals that

it shares the same core analytical expression of link lifetime distribution of Eq. (15) in [6], with the only

exception that a normalization factore−2λmt/(1 − Ps) accounts for the probability of nodes leaving for

stateS1. It implies that AS-LLT formula, solely relying onS1(t), gives the same link lifetime distribution

as in [6].

IV. PATH L IFETIME AND STABILITY OF TOPOLOGY IN MANETS

We have examined the dynamics of link lifetime for a point-to-point link. However, for most cases

in MANETs, a packet needs to be forwarded by several intermediate nodes before finally reaching the

destination. The source node, intermediate nodes and destination node collectively form a multi-hop path

for the packet. Path dynamics is also an essential metric forprotocol design and optimization. Furthermore,

the stability of topology, comprised from all the active links participating in protocol operation, is also

surely an essential aspect mandatory to be examined to understand the protocol behavior in MANETs.

We first examine the models of path dynamics by considering two distinctive scenarios: (a)practical path

distribution, in which the distribution of paths involved renders small to moderate numbers of hops; and

(b) asymptotic path distribution, which considers an asymptotic distribution of paths, i.e., a distribution of

path dynamics involved with significant number of links. We then build upon the results for asymptotic

path distribution to consider the distribution of stability of the topology.

In the analysis, we assume that links operate independently, while in reality adjacent links have some

correlation. Hence, the independence assumption for linkscan be questioned, because of the broadcast

nature of links in MANETs. However, if the movement of nodes satisfies some mixing conditions known as

m-dependence [20], the statement to be made on asymptotic path distribution could still holds. Such relaxed

conditions introduce a form of asymptotic independence as the hop distance between links increases, while

allowing dependence in neighborhoods. Specifically,m-dependence means that the correlation between

links decreases as the hop-distance between links increases and links can be assumed to be independent

when the hop distance between links is greater than a given value m. Fortunately, most mobility models

used to study MANETs fall in this category (e.g., the random waypoint mobility model, random direction

mobility model and random trip mobility model) and our results can be applied to a wide-variety of

scenarios.

Overall, an exact modeling of dependent links requires a number of conditional probability distributions,
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and a solution may not be feasible. The independence assumption that we make greatly simplifies the

analysis and still provides a good approximation.

A. Practical Path Distribution

We extend our analytical framework to evaluate path dynamics with small to moderate numbers of

hops, assuming that each link along the path behaves independently of others. As illustrated in Fig. 5, a

packet from source nodeM1 needs to follow the ordered set of links{T1 → T2 → . . . → TK−1} to reach

the destination nodeMK . Successful delivery of the packet requires that none of these links on the path

breaks during packet transmission. When any of the links breaks, the path no longer exists and the path

discovery process needs to be reinitiated to find alternative paths. In other words, lifetimeTP (K) of the

(K − 1)-hop path is the minimum lifetime of the links that form it, and can be written as

TP (K) = min{T1, . . . , TK−1} (21)

Because links are assumed to operate independently with i.i.d motion, their lifetime also follows the same

statistical distribution asTL. However, when the source node initiates a data transfer to the destination

node, links may have been in existence for some time; therefore, as Figure 5 illustrates, the lifetime

Ti, i ∈ {1, . . . , K − 1} of the directional link on the data path should be theresidual lifetime of the link,

i.e,

Ti = TL(ǫi), i ∈ {1, . . . , K − 1} (22)

whereǫi ≥ 0 is a random variable representing the elapsed time of the link Mi → Mi+1 before the data

path started and clearly,TL = TL(0).

From Section III, we know that the evaluation ofTL(ǫi) depends on a set of three parameters, i.e., the

spatial distribution of nodes at timeǫi, the distribution of speedvr(ǫi) at timeǫi, and the residual change

time distributionτ(ǫi) at ǫi. At time 0 andǫi, nodes are expected to follow the same stationary distribution

and therefore resemble each other. Similarly, it can be expected that the speed distribution ofvr will be

also the same. Therefore, we expect that the distribution ofτ(ǫi) and τ(0) will resemble each other.

In particular, we know that the distribution ofτ(0) for the RDMM model is exponentially distributed.

Accordingly, because of the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, the distribution ofτ(ǫi)

and τ(0) will exactly resemble each other. Finally, we conclude thatthe distribution ofTi will resemble

the distribution ofTL = TL(0).
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Summarizing the above discussion, the CCDFFP (K, t) of the lifetime for a(K − 1)-hop path can be

computed as

FP (K, t) = F K−1
L (t). (23)

B. Asymptotic Path Distribution

We now consider the case in which a significant number of linksare involved in a long path. In this

case, lifetimeTP (K) of such a(K −1)-hop path (a significant value ofK assumed) is still the minimum

lifetime of the links that form it, and can also be written as

TP (K) = min{T1, . . . , TK−1}. (24)

Clearly, the distribution of such a path will be the superposition of K − 1 i.i.d random variables, where

each variable denotes the distribution of the corresponding link in the path.

An obvious question to ask is whether a simplified formula exists to approximate the distribution of such

a long path, without resorting to all the complexity involved in evaluating the distribution of single-path

in Section III, particularly whenK → ∞. Fortunately, Palm’s theorem [21] states that the distribution of

a superposition ofNr i.i.d. random variables converges to the exponential distribution asNr approaches

infinity. Then, the CCDFFP (K, t) of the lifetime for such a(K − 1)-hop path can be approximated as2

FP (K, t) ≈ exp(−(K − 1)t/T̄L) (25)

where T̄L is the mean link lifetime, which can be either empirically measured or computed using the

analytical model in Section III. The result can be further generalized to incorporate cases of independent

but non-homogeneous motions, where some nodes may follow different mobility models from others.

C. Stability of Topology

Let the set of the all active links be denoted byAs(t) andNs(t) = |As(t)| be the number of links in

the active set, where| · | is the cardinality operator andt is the time index. The topology of a MANET

changes with timet and if assumed ergodicity in the topology changes, its stationary distribution can be

derived from the stationary spatial nodes’ distribution with respect to the underlying mobility models.

2Although similar results have been reported within different contexts[20], we provide our derivation here for the purpose of serving as

the foundation for characterizing the stability of topology within the proposed analytical framework.
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For any topologyAs(t) andNs(t), if we are concerned only with the breakage of active links inthe

topology. The distribution of stability of the topology should be the superposition ofNs(t) i.i.d random

variables all comforming to the distribution of link lifetimeTL. Obviously, similar analysis on asymptotic

path distribution can also be applied to conclude that the distribution of such a particular topology can

also be approximated as exponentially distributed as

FAs(t)(t) ≈ exp(−Ns(t) ∗ t/T̄L). (26)

When a network is running in steady-state and the process of topology changes is ergodic, it experiences all

possible topologies with an associated probability vectorderived from the steady-state nodes’ distribution.

By averaging all possible topologies, we can compute CCDF distribution characterizing the stability of

topology as

F (t) ≈ exp(−E(Ns(t)) ∗ t/T̄L) (27)

whereE(·) stands for expected value.

It should be pointed out that only the breakage process of existing links is taken into account in the

above analysis, and the formation process of new links is notincluded. However, in proactive protocols

such as optimized link state routing (OLSR) protocol [22], both the formation and breakage process should

be counted, since both of them could trigger protocol events. Luckily, in the long run for a network with

finite number of nodes, the formation and breakage process should be balanced off each other. Then the

overall CCDF distribution accounting for both the formation and breakage process will be

F (t) ≈ exp(2 ×−E(Ns(t)) ∗ t/T̄L) (28)

It is also worthy of note that for on-demand protocols such asad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV)

routing [23], only the breakage process will trigger the protocol event and the stability of topology should

be evaluated by Eq.(27).

V. M ODEL VALIDATION

A. Simulation Setup

In the simulation, there are100 nodes randomly placed in a1000m × 1000m square cell. Each node

has the same transmit power and two profiles of radio transmission range are chosen for the simulation
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experiments. Both are within the coverage of IEEE 802.11 PHYlayer and they are{200m, 100m}.

After initial placement, nodes keep moving continuously according to the RDMM model. The mobility

parameterλm is the same as the one in [24] (λm = 4), which means that nodes change their velocity at

every 1
4

hour in average. Furthermore, we assume that every node is moving at the same constant speed

and only its direction is changed according to the RDMM model. The simulation with variable speeds

can be obtained by averaging the results from every speed with respect to the distribution of speedv.

However, it should be noted that the relative speeds betweennodes are not constant and their statistics are

derived in Section III-A. Three different speeds are simulated v ∈ {1, 10, 20}(m/s), which range from

pedestrian speed to vehicle speed. Combining the power profile and velocity profile, six different scenarios

are simulated{I : (200m, 1m/s); II : (100m, 1m/s);III : (200m, 10m/s); IV : (100m, 10m/s); V :

(200m, 20m/s); V I : (100m, 20m/s)}.

Nodes are randomly activated for data transmission. The traffic of activated nodes is supplied from a

constant bit rate (CBR) source with a packet rate of0.5p/s with uniformly randomly chosen destination .

Given that the choice of specific MAC layer and routing protocol may affect the results, we assume perfect

MAC and routing protocols, rendering zero delays or losses due to their functionalities. This enables the

simulation to capture statistics solely due to mobility.

B. Accuracy of Models

Table I describes the residence probabilityPs for all six scenarios. As shown in Eqs. (16) and (18), the

characteristics of mobility are governed by the ratio between the radiusR of the communication circle and

the speedv, which we call the relative radius (ReR)R
v
. Among the six different scenarios, there are five

different ReR values{5, 10, 20, 100, 200}, given that IV and V scenario have the same ReR and exhibit

similar results, as will be seen from simulations. As shown in Table I, the residence probability increases

with ReR, indicating that it is more likely for nodes with larger ReR to stay inside the communication

circle.

Fig. 6 presents the results for link lifetime ES-LLT and AS-LLT predicted by our analytical model, as

well as by the simulations. The results clearly confirm that the two-state Markovian model is a powerful

tool to model link dynamics of the link lifetime distribution as a function of node mobility. It can be also

observed that the ES-LLT formula, obtained from the Markovian model, shows a very good match with

simulations in all scenarios. On the other hand, the AS-LLT formula, which corresponds to the model by
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Samar and Wicker [5], [6] gives good approximations to the simulations only for small values of ReR

(R
v

), and greatly deviates from the simulations when ReR becomes large, i.e., larger residence probability

Ps and larger possibility for nodes to stay inside communication circle.

As stated in section III-C, in some practical scenarios, theanalytical formulations ofS0(t) andS1(t)

might need to be obtained from empirical data to characterize the overall link lifetime. Fig. 7 presents

such a result, where trace data are generated from the randomwaypoint (RWP) model. Because there

is no an analytical formulations ofS0(t) and S1(t) for RWP, the two-phase Markov model is applied

by using empirical simulated data to estimate the link lifetime. The results clearly confirm the accuracy,

effectiveness and generality of our Markov model to analyzemore practical mobility models.

In summary, the Markovian model (ES-LLT formula) is more accurate model than the AS-LLT for-

mula [5], [6] for all ranges of ReR and shows good approximations to all simulations, in contrast to the

AS-LLT formula that gives good approximation only when ReR is relatively small.

Figs. 8 and 9 present the results of path lifetime. It can be observed that for practical path distribution

with small to moderate hops in a path, the path lifetime can bemodeled accurately with the proposed

Markovian model, and is only slightly affected by the independence assumption used to derive it. We can

also observe from these two figures that while hop count increases, the resulting distribution converges

more close to the exponential distribution, as envisioned from the analysis in asymptotic path distribution.

We also validated our analytical model of the stability of topologies by comparing its results against

simulations. In this validation, four different speeds{5, 10, 15, 20}(m/s) rather than{1, 10, 20}(m/s)

three different speeds are simulated for both the RDMM and RWMM model. Figs. (10), (11), (13)

and (13) present the results on CCDF of the distribution of stability of topology for RWMM and RDMM,

respectively. It can be observed that for both cases, the exponential distribution model match pretty well

with the simulation results.

VI. ENLIGHTED SIMULATION STUDY

We can observe from Eq.(27) and (28) that the stability of topology could be significantly affected by

the underlying nodes’ mobility. It is also known that changes in topologies could trigger protocol events

and thus generate additional protocol overhead. Eventually, the packet delivery ratio and packet delay

could be adversely affected by the increase in protocol overhead dealing with nodes’ mobility.

Most of previous works directly focus on the performance aspect as packet delivery ratio and delay,
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under various mobility, nodes’ density and network traffic configurations. However, little of the previous

work ever presented results on how the underlying MAC layer is affected and changed. We argue that,

although the end-to-end performance measures such as PDR and delay are important to understand the

mobility effect on protocol, statistical simulation studies that provide complementary insight into the

performance variation in MAC layer is also essential to get deeper understanding to the mobility effect

on protocol. For the reason, in the section we are motivated to perform a comprehensive simulation study

on how the performance of MAC layer evolves with mobility.

In the simulation, we consider a total of100 nodes initially randomly distributed over a square

network of size1000m × 1000m. Every node moves at a speedV and transmits at uniform power

of a coverage of250m, within the the nominal coverage of WiFi enabled devices. Four different speeds

V ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20}m/s are simulated, from lower mobility to higher mobility scenarios. Traffic, supplied

from CBR source at rate0.5p/s, is randomly generated with uniformly distributed sourcesand destinations.

Three different traffic{1, 10, 25} flows are simulated, covering low flow and moderate flow configurations.

In addition, simulation results are obtained for both on-demand (AODV [23]) protocol and proactive

(OLSR [22]) protocol using the default implementation inQualnet 3.9.5. The MAC layer is chosen as

the default implementation of 802.11 MAC inQualnet. Overall, a total of24 different {mobility, flow,

protocol} configurations are simulated. For each configuration, the simulation result is obtained from10

random runs. Each simulation run is conducted at a randomly generated seed with a duration of time30

minutes.

Figs.(14), (15),(16), (17), (18) and (19) present the simulation results on the CCDF distribution of

the collision probability of MAC layer. It can be observed that, for all scenarios, mobility drives up the

collision probability. A straightforward explanation from Eq.(27) and (28) is that, although the data traffic

is not changed, the change of topology triggers protocol events to disseminate broadcast packets, which

compete for the limited available bandwidth and lead to the increase in packet collisions.

An increase in collision probability translates into increased service times and packet queuing delays

at nodes. Inevitably, the end-to-end packet delay increases. The increase in collision probability also

results in the increase of packet-loss and packet-drop probability due to the finite buffer capacity at nodes.

Obviously, the end-to-end PDR is adversely affected.

We observe that there is a diminishing effect from the increase in mobility for both AODV and OLSR,

contrary to the results in Eq.(27) and (28). A reasonable explanation comes from combining the results
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of MAC layer and the understanding of protocol logics. In a proactive protocol like OLSR, the protocol

usually implements a broadcast dampening scheme, where topology changes within certain amount of time

window are aggregated to one topology broadcast rather thenmultiple individual broadcasts to effectively

suppress the topology broadcast rate. By doing so, the protocol can effectively reduce broadcast messages

but at the price of more stale topology information at nodes.For an on-demand protocol, the increase

in mobility means a smaller probability of parallel flows in the network and a possibly smaller value of

E(Ns(t)) in Eq.(27) with the increase of1/T̄L. The compounding effect from both gives the explanation

to the diminishing effect from nodes’ mobility on the MAC layer.

Figs.(20),(21), (22), (23), (24) and (25) present the results on the CCDF distribution of broadcast packet

ratio, that measures the ratio between the broadcast packets and the total packets received from the upper

network layer. Although these results are not comparable over flow and protocol configurations, it does

clearly illustrate how mobility drives up the broadcast packet rate in the network. To understand how the

parameter affects the performance, we focus on a rather simple example. Assume an ideally scheduled

MAC without contention and identical deterministic service time for both broadcast packets and unicast

packets. We further assume that the arrival processes of thetwo types of packets are Poisson, with mean

ratesλB p/s and λU p/s for broadcast packets and unicast packets, respectively. Resorting to queuing

theory, it can be concluded that, in this case, the queuing delay for the unicast packet will be inversely

affected byλB/(λB + λU), that is exactly the above measured parameter. Broadcast packets increase the

queuing delay of data packets in the network when they compete for transmission opportunities.

VII. CONCLUSION

We focused on the problem of understanding the mobility effect on the protocol performance from a

hybrid view, both analytically and simulated. We presentedan analytical framework for the characterization

of link and extend it to describe path lifetime and topology stability in MANETs. Given the existence

of prior attempts to incorporate link dynamics in the modeling of routing and clustering schemes [25],

[4], [26], we believe that this new framework will find widespread use by researchers interested in the

analytical modeling and optimization of MAC and routing protocols in MANETs. The advantage of our

framework is that it accurately describes link, path, and topology dynamics as a function of node mobility.

We then resort to simulation studies to pinpoint how mobility changes the performance of the underlying

MAC layer. Finally, we strive to give a deeper insight on protocol operations by combining the analytical
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model and the simulated characterization of MAC layer performance.
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TABLE I

RESIDENCEPROBABILITY Ps.

Speed v (m/s)

Radius (m) (R) v = 1 v = 10 v = 20

R = 100 Ps = 0.194 0.033 0.018

R = 200 Ps = 0.3072 0.058 0.033
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Fig. 1. Model of network structure
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Fig. 10. Distribution of Stability of Topologies: RWMM,R =

100m.
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Fig. 11. Distribution of Stability of Topologies: RDMM,R =

100m.
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Fig. 12. Distribution of Stability of Topologies: RWMM,R =

200m.
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Fig. 14. Collision Probability vs. Velocity: AODV 1 Flow.
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Fig. 15. Collision Probability vs. Velocity: AODV 10 Flow.
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Fig. 16. Collision Probability vs. Velocity: AODV 25 Flow.
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Fig. 17. Collision Probability vs. Velocity: OLSR 1 Flow.
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Fig. 18. Collision Probability vs. Velocity: OLSR 10 Flow.
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Fig. 19. Collision Probability vs. Velocity: OLSR 25 Flow.
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Fig. 20. Broadcast Packet Ratio vs. Velocity: AODV 1 Flow.
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Fig. 21. Broadcast Packet Ratio vs. Velocity: AODV 10 Flow.
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Fig. 22. Broadcast Packet Ratio vs. Velocity: AODV 25 Flow.
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Fig. 23. Broadcast Packet Ratio vs. Velocity: OLSR 1 Flow.
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Fig. 24. Broadcast Packet Ratio vs. Velocity: OLSR 10 Flow.
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Fig. 25. Broadcast Packet Ratio vs. Velocity: OLSR 25 Flow.




